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Some Multifold Reciprocal Transformations with Applications to 
Series Expansions 
CHU WENCHANG 
By means of a difference operation, a pair of reciprocal formulas is established which can be 
regarded as a kind of multifold analogue of Gould-Hsu inversions. Its rotated forms are used 
to derive some series expansions. One of them implies MacMahon's master theorem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In an earlier paper by Gould and Hsu [8], there is a basic result that may be stated as 
follows. Let {a;} and { b;} be any two sequences of real or complex numbers such that 
the polynomials 
n 
1JJ(x; n) = TI (ak + xbk) (1.1) 
k=l 
differ from zero for non-negative integers x and n with 1JJ(x; 0) = 1. Then there hold the 
inverse relations 
(1.2) 
{ 
f(n)= ~o (-l)kG)1P(k;n)g(k) 
g(n) = f (-l)k(n) ak+1 + kbk+I f(k) 
k=O k 'ljJ(n, k + 1) (1.3) 
where n is an arbitrary non-negative integer. 
As is known, a variety of special inverse relations and combinatorial identities 
displayed in the books by Egorychev [6], Gould [7] and Riordan [13], respectively, can 
be quickly derived or verified by means of the above reciprocal relations. Moreover, 
the reciprocity between equations (1.2) and (1.3) may be used to generate new 
combinatorial identities by properly embedding known identities in either of the 
equations (cf. also [10]). 
It was confirmed in [4] that there exists a kind of multifold analogue for Gould-Hsu 
inversions. But the £-factor involved there was quite complicated and so not 
convenient in application. The purpose of this paper is to present a pair of simplified 
reciprocal relations in which that £-factor will be expressed as a single determinant. A 
variety of its reformulations will be used to establish some series expansions which 
yield several convolution-type combinatorial identities. The material treated here may 
be regarded as the natural development for the work in [3-5, 8, 11]. 
We will mostly use multi-indexed sequences, because there are no problems of 
handling them in theory, and in application they often lead to results usually proven by 
multivariate generating functions. Avoiding unnecessary complicated-looking formulas, 
we use some abbreviations which make the multi-dimensional case look, in its outward 
appearance, similar to the one-dimensional case. Denote by N0 the set of non-negative 
integers and by IE N~ the vector with each co-ordinate being one, respectively. For 
n = (n1. ni •. .. 'nk) EN~ and i = (x11 X2, ... 'xk), y = (Y1. Yi •... 'Yk) Eck (where c 
is the set of complex numbers), we formally define the co-ordinate sum Iii= ~~=IX;, 
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the scalar product (i, y) = ~~= 1 x;y;, the vectorial form of binomial coefficient 
X =n X; ( -) k ;; i=t (nJ 
the vectorial form of factorial n! = Ilf'=t n,!, and the multinomial coefficient 
G) =x(x -1) · · · (x - lnl + 1)/n!. 
For convenience we sometimes use ll instead of Il~=t as product notation. 
2. MAIN THEOREMS AND PROOFS 
Let {c;i(n): l~i~k, O~j~k}n be any matrix sequence such that the multivariate 
polynomials defined by 
k n; 
t/>(i; n) = n n (c;o(i) + (c;(j), i)), (2.1) 
i=l j=l 
where c;(j) = (c;i(j), c;2(j), ... , c;k(j)), differ from zero for i, ;; e N~ with the 
convention that empty product n * equals one. If we put 
0 
e(x; n) = det ((c;o(n; + 1) + (c;(n; + 1), i) )'5;i + (ni -xi)cjj(n; + 1)) (2.2) 
kxk 
our main theorem may be stated as follows: 
THEOREM 2.1. With ti> and E being defined by (2.1) and (2.2) we have the reciprocal 
formulae 
! f(n) = _ ~ _ (-l)'''(~)tl>(f; n)g(f) o .. r .. n r g(n)=_L (-1) 1''(~) e_(~~f) f(f) o .. ;..,;; r t/>(n, r + /) (2.3) (2.4) 
where the order relation ·~· in poset N~ is induced from the tensor product of N0 under 
the usual ordering. 
For k = 1 and 2, Theorem 2.1 reduces to Gould-Hsu inversions (8] and bivariate 
inverse relations [ 5] respectively. 
Denote by (..1)~ the nth difference operator with unit increment in x at x = t. Its 
JC 
multivariate form (..1)1' is defined to be n~=l (..1)~·· Then (2.3)-(2.4) can be expressed 
i ~ 
more briefly in the following manner: 
! f(n) = (-1)S{ t/>~i;-n)g(i)} _ ;;{ e(n;x) _ } g(n)=(-1)o tl>(n;i+I/(x) · (2.5) (2.6) 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1. As the linear transformation defined by (2.3) with fixed ti> is 
non-singular, it suffices to show that (2.4) implies (2.3). Now the substitution of (2.4) 
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into (2.3) gives 
_ 2, (-1)'''(~)4>(r; n) _ 2, (- l)is'(~ ~~'~ s) f(s). 
o-.r'"'n r oc;Sc;;r s J tJ>(r, s + /) 
Since 
By means of exchange for summation order it is clear that the above expression may be 
rewritten in the form 
_ 2, (~)t(s) 2, (-1) 1'+.r 1 (~ - ~) "'-~'~ n) e(r; s) 
a-..r ... 11 s ..... ,,..,, r - s tJ>(r, s + /) 
which will reduce to /(n) if we can show that the inner sum equals 611 ,.r, the Kronecker 
delta, or equivalently 
( )n-.r{ tJ>(x;n) (- -)} s. 
.£1 .i (- _ ) E X; S = Un .i• 
x tJ>x;s+I · 
(2.7) 
For e(i; s) defined by (2.2), adding other columns to the first one will make the first 
column become a constant vector. Hence e(i; s) is a multivariate polynomial of degree 
k -1 in i. For any subset (vacuous or not) J of K = {l, 2, ... , k}, it can be verified 
that 
E(i;s)lx;=s; = e'(i;s)J] (ci0(si + 1) + (ci(si + 1), i))lx;=s; (2.8) 
(ieJ) (ieJ) 
where e'(i; s)lx;=s;UeJ) is a polynomial of degree k - Ill -1 in accordance with the 
previous assertion for E(i; s) (Ill denotes the cardinal of J). 
Let us now show (2. 7) for all possible cases. 
What happens for s = n is obvious. 
Fors~ n, define J = {j: si = ni}. For any subset Jc K given in this manner, there 
hold xi = si = ni(j e J) in (2. 7) and the denominator of fraction 
tJ>(i; n) __ 
4>(i; 8 + /) e(x; s) 
is cancelled from the property of e(i; s). Therefore 
tJ>(i; n) __ 
tJ>(i; S + /) E(X; S) lx;=s;=n; (jeJ) 
is a polynomial of degree (lnl - Isl -1) in X; (i e K, i e J) according to the same 
statement for e(i; s), and its (lnl - lsl)th difference vanishes. 
In conclusion, (2. 7) is valid for all s ~ n, thus completing the proof of Theorem 2.1. 
By means of the same process as that for proving Theorem 2.1, we can show that the 
factor E(i; n) in (2.3)-(2.4) is transferable, i.e. Theorem 2.1 can be reformulated in 
the following manner. 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume the condition of Theorem 2.1: 
{
/(n) = _ ~ _ (- l)'''(~)e(r; n)tJ>(r; n)g(r) 
Oc;rc;n T 
g(n)= _2, (-1) 1' 1 (~)q,- 1(n;r+I)f(r) 
o"''"'" r 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
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By using the difference operator, it can be expressed compactly as: 
{ 
f (•) ~ <-1)&{ E(i; •).P(i; •)g(i)) 
g(ii) = (-.1)8{<P- 1(ii; i + /). f(i)}. 
i 
3. ROTATED fORMS AND REFORMULATIONS 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
Throughout this section the notations and conditions of Theorem 2.1 are presumed. 
As observed by Riordan ([13], Ch. 2), if B is the inverse of matrix A, then B' is the 
inverse of the transposed matrix A'. Hence for every pair of inverse relations we 
immediately obtain a second pair. In particular, for lower triangular matrix A, B note 
that A', B' are upper triangular and vice versa. This consideration consequently 
suggests the rotated forms of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose NE N~ to be any arbitrary vector: 
(i) the system of equations 
F(ii) = L _ (-1)1'1( ~)</>(ii; f)G(i')(o"";;""fJ) 
ii""f""N n 
is equivalent to the system 
(-) - "' 1r1( ') E(i'; ii) - - - . G n - _ ~ _ (-1) _ </>(-· _ + l) F(r)(o"";;""Nl> 
n""-r""N n r, n 
(ii) the system of equations 
F(ii) = L: -(-l) 1 ' 1 (~)E(ii; i')</>(ii; i')G(i')(O""ii""N) 
ii""f""N n 
is equivalent to the system 
G(ii) = L: _ (-1)1'1C)<1>- 1(i'; ii+ J)F(i')<o"'~""N)· 
;;,..;.,N n 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
After making some modifications, Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 may be reformulated as 
follows. 
PRorosmoN 3.2: 
( 
/(ii)= - L: (-1)1'1( ~) </>(~~ ~) g(i') 
(i) 0 ..;;.,;; r </>(r, r) 
"' 1-1(ii) </>(ii; ii) g(ii)=_L.J (-1)' _ E(ii;i') -.- f(i'); 
o .. ;.,;; r </>(n, r + /) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(
/(ii)=_ L (-1) 1''(~)E(r;n) <l>(_~i'~ii) )g(i') 
(ii) o"''"";; r </> r, r +I 
g(ii) = - L: (-1)1'1(~) </>(~ '. ~ + /) f(i'). 
o ... ; .. ;; r </>(n, r + /) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
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For convenience in application to Sections 4-6, their rotated versions are listed in 
the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.3: 
(i) I F(n) = L _ (-1)1'1(~) </>(~.; ~) G(r) """' ... N n </>(n,n) G(n)= 2°:_(-1) 1' 1 (~)e(r;n) ~~r:r) F(r); "'"''""N n <J>(r, n + /) 
I
F(n)= 2: _ (-1) 1 ' 1 (~)e(n;r) ~~n:r) G(r) 
"'"''""N n </>(n, n + /) 
G(n) = 2: _ (-1)1' 1( ~) </>(~.;~+I) F(r). 
n..:.r ... N n </>(r, n + /) 
(ii) 
4. SOME EXPONENTIAL-TYPE EXPANSIONS 
In what follows we shall use i" instead of rr~=l x?'. 
Take 
U; = X; exp{-± C;;X;} 
i=l 
(j = 1, 2, ... ' k). 
From 
(-u)" (-i)" 
-_
1
-= exp((a, i))-_
1
-n exp{-x;(a; + (c;, n))} 
n. n. 
We have the expansion 
( -)n (-) -r -u - r x 
--,-= ~- (-1)1' 1 - ll(a; + (c;, n))''-n'-=texp((a, i)). 
n. , .. n n r. 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
Multiply the summand on the right-hand side of (4.2) by the determinant 
det(I-XC') = detkxd6;;- C;;X;) and collect the coefficient of (i'/i'!) exp((a, i)). This 
operation is equivalent to the replacement of X; by (n; - r;)!(a; + (c;, n)) in det(/ -
XC'). Thus ( 4.2) becomes 
(--~)" = ~- (-1) 1' 1 (~)e0(n; i')ll(a;+ (c;, n) )"-n,- 1:; exp( (a, i) )/det(I-XC'), (4.3) 
n. r;;.n n r. 
where e0 (i; n) corresponds to e(i; n) under conditions C;o =a; and c;;(n) = C;; for i, 
j E K and n E N0 • 
Embedding (4.2) and (4.3) in (3.9) and (3.11) respectively, we at once obtain from 
(3.10) and (3.12) their dual results. 
THEOREM 4.1. With u; and X; (i EK) being defined by (4.1), we have a pair of 
expansions: 
(i) x" (;:) u' -=!exp(( a, i)) = _L_ _ Ea(i'; n)ll(a; + (c;, ;:) y,-n,- 1 -=j"; 
n. , .. n n r. 
(4.4) 
(ii) i" exp(( a, i)) ( ;:) - - '·-n· u' 
_ 1 d t(I _ XC') = ~- _ ll(a; + (c;, r))' '-=t· n. e ,,,,n n r. (4.5) 
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Put 
(4.6) 
Combining (4.4) and (4.5) in the case of ii= 0, we obtain the following multifold 
analogues of Abel-identities. 
THEOREM 4.2 (Carlitz [2]): 
(i) -L (~)Da(f)ll(a; + (c;, f) y·- 1Db(ii - f)ll(b; + (c;, ii - f) r-r,-l 
°"''"'" r 
= Da+b(ii)ll(a; + b; + (c;, ii) r- 1; 
(ii) - L (~)Da(f)ll(a;+ (c;, f) )'1- 1ll(b; + (c;, ii-f) r-'·= ll(a;+ b;+ (c;, ii})"•. 
°"''"'" r 
5. MAcMAHON'S MASTER THEOREM 
Setting ii= 0 and ii= 0 then (4.5) becomes 
(5.1) 
Note that 
-F+ii 
u" =i"ll exp(-x;(c;, ii})= L_ (-1)1' 1x _
1 
ll(c;, ii)'•. 
, ... o r. 
Substituting this into (5.1) gives 
det- 1(1-XC') = L_ ~: _ L (-1) 1"+r1 (~)n(c;, f)"•. 
,, ... on. o"''"'" r 
(5.2) 
By definition we have 
(5.3) 
Then MacMahon's master theorem consequently follows from (5.2) and (5.3). 
THEOREM 5.1. The coefficient of i" in II~=• (c;, i)"• is equal to that of the same 
monomial in the expansion of deC 1(/ - XC). 
This shows that inverse relations imply MacMahon's master theorem. 
6. SOME BINOMIAL-TYPE EXPANSIONS 
In this section we assume that E0 (i; ii) and D0 (i) as in Section 4. Consider the 
functional equations 
k 
vi= Yill (1 + Y;)-c,; (j = 1, 2, ... 'k). (6.1) 
i=l 
Then the same approach as in Section 4 can be used to generate the following inverse 
series relations. 
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THEOREM 6.1: 
!(--~);; = ~- (-1) 1''(~)n(a; + (c;, n)),,-n,~; ll(l + y;)"', n. r;,.n n r. (i) _ ~ e (r· n) (a.+ (c- i)) -y"fl(l+y;)°'= LJ a '_ _ 1 _" • iY; ,_..;;ll(a;+(c;,r)) r; n; 
((-v);;_~( )'''(;:)n( (- _)) ea(n;i) y'n(l )a,+l (ii) ~ - '~ - ~;; ;; a;:,+~;, n r,-n,-1 det~ ~ y - YC') i! + Y; ' y ·ll(l+y;) ~ (a;+(c;,r)) _, ------, = LJ n . v. 
det(/ + Y - YC) ,_.;; r; - n; 
where (x )n = x(x + 1) · · · (x + n - 1) is a rising factorial and the determinant det(J + 
Y - YC') = detkxk ((1 + Y;)b;i - YiC;i). 
The related multifold analogues of Rothe-Gould identities are as follows: 
THEOREM 6.2 (Carlitz (2]): 
(i) L Da(i) (a;+ ( C;, i)) Db(n - i) (b; + ( c;, ;; - i)) 
O...r"'ii fl(a; + (c;, i)) fl r; fl(b; + (c;, n - i)) fl n; - r; 
= Da+b(n~ _ n(a; + b; + (c;, n)); 
ll(a;+b;+(c;,n)) n; 
(ii) _ L Da(i! - n(a; + (c;, i))n(b; + (c;~ ii -i)) 
0 ... , ... ;;ll(a;+(c;,r)) r; n; r; 
= n(a; + b; :.(c;, n)). 
I 
7. MULTINOMIAL VERSION AND A COMBINATORIAL IDENTITY 
Replacing /(n) and g(n) by F(n) · n!/(t + 1)1;; 1 and G(n) · n!/(t + 1)1;; 1, respectively, 
we can rewrite Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 in the multinomial form. 
THEOREM 7 .1. There hold the reciprocal relations: 
(i) 
{ 
F(n) = _ L (-1) 1' 1 ( 1~ 1 + !.)<1>(r; n)G(r), 
o"''"';; n - r 
G(n)=_L (-1) 1' 1 ( 1~ 1 +!_) e_<~~i) F(i); 
o"''"';; n - r </>(n, r +I) 
(7.1) 
(7.2) 
{
F(n) = _ L (-1) 1' 1 ( 1~ 1 + !.)e(i; n)</>(i; n)G(f), 
o"''"';; n - r 
G(n) = _ L (-1) 1' 1 ( 1~ 1 + !.)<1>- 1(n; r + I)F(r). 
o"''"';; n -r 
(7.3) 
(ii) 
(7.4) 
In (7.4), take t = 0, F(i) = a1' 1 and (c;i(n )) = (c;i), the constant matrix. Then we 
derive 
k liil 
G(n) =(-a+~ (c;o+ (c;, n))) ll(c;o+ (c;, ;;))-n,- 1 
from the multinomial theorem. Therefore we obtain a combinatorial identity in 
accordance with (7.3). 
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PROPOSITION 7 .2: 
"' ( liil )( ~( +(- -))) 1' 1n( +(- -))n·-r·-1 0"'~;; ii _ f a - ;~ C;o C;, r C;o C;, r ' ' 
(7.5) 
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